Abstract: This paper presents a design procedure of H-infinity robust controller of a threedimensional two links flexible robot arm taking account of posture change and uncertain payload. Two-degree-of freedom model is identified experimentally by utilizing Seto's modeling method. An H-infinity controller is obtained by using a generalized plant including error matrices and two filters; Error matrices represent the fluctuation of parameters between nominal and fluctuated model. Besides, A high-pass and a low-pass filter are introduced to avoid spilover or to realize pseudo-integrator, respectively. The effectiveness of the obtained controller are verified by the simulation and the control experiment.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, lightweight robot arms are put into practical use in space development. Such robot arms should have longer arm for wider working space, and should have lighter weight to save launch cost. They make the arm more flexible and consequently need vibration control. In the space arm, one of the main task of such arms is to catch and carry payloads floating in space. The vibration modes may vary according to the variations of angles between links in the practical use. Such variations may arise uncertain vibration modes including bending-torsion coupling that often causes controller instability. Therefore the controller must be designed to possess robust stability against such uncertain coupling. Many studies concerning bending-torsion coupled vibration of flexible arm has been performed (Matsuno, et al., 1997 , Ryokata, et al., 2006 . . . However, most of such studies deal with the case that the bending-torsion coupled vibration modes are supposed to be precisely identified and invariant. As stated before, the vibration modes may vary according to the posture variations of the arm.
In the past, we proposed a design procedure of H-infinity robust controller of the robot arm taking account of posture change, and the effectiveness is verified by the simulation and the control experiment. However, when the mass held in the tip of the arm was increased, the control became unstable. Therefore, the construction of the robust control system against posture change and payload uncertain is requested. In this research, we propose a design procedure of an Hinfinity robust controller of the flexible robot arm taking account of posture change and uncertain payload. Physical model is applied to denote the two links flexible robot arm. Parameters of the model are identified experimentally by utilizing Seto's modeling method. To design robust Hinfinity controller, two models are identified. Nominal model case denotes the state that two links are extended straight, while fluctuated model case denotes the state that two links are vertical each other. Robust servo controller design procedure is introduced that applies the H-infinity control theory in consideration of the parameter change due to the posture change and uncertain payload. In this research, the physical models were made for two cases respectively; Nominal model case denotes the state that two links are extended straight, while fluctuated model case denotes the state that two links are vertical to each links.
MODELING
The dynamics of plate is described as distributed parameter model in general, while lumped parameter model is needed in ordinary H-infinity controller design procedure. In this paper, 2 D.O.F. lumped mass model is introduced and the equivalent parameters of the model are identified by using Seto's modeling method (Seto and Mitsuta, 1991) . According to the Seto's method, the maximum amplitude point of each vibration mode should be selected as a "modeling point", where virtual lumped mass to describe equivalent mass of each vibration mode is located. In this research, mass points are allocated on the elbow and the tip of 2nd link. Frequency responses of each model and real arms are shown in Figure 5 , respectively. The thick lines denote the responses calculated by using physical models, while the thin lines show the experimental responses, respectively. The input is rotation angle of shoulder actuator and the output is the acceleration at the tip. It is shown that the physical model expresses the vibration characteristic of the arm well. 
where ∆A, ∆B, ∆C and ∆D denote parameter variations matrices of A, B, C and D matrices, respectively. The range of variation of A, B, C and D matrices are represented as follows;
In the ∆A, ∆B, ∆C and ∆D matrices, several rows may contain no value. Such rows are eliminated from ∆A, ∆B, ∆C and ∆D matrices to maintain them full rank. Figure 6 shows frequency gain characteristic of shaped filters. Broken line denotes the characteristic of high-pass filter to avoid spillover, and bold line denotes that of lowpass filter with integral characteristic to be used as an integrator. These filters are shaped in frequency domain, transformed into state-space model, and built into generalized plant 
Shaping low-pass filter and high-pass filter

Generalized plant
The block diagram of the generalized plant is shown in Fig.7 , where A f , B f , C p1 are the A, B and C of state equation (2) with nominal model respectively, X c and u denote X and U in equation (2) 17th IFAC World Congress (IFAC'08) P-controller. The gain of P-controller is tuned experimentally for comparison. Figure 9 -(b) and 10-(b) clearly indicate that the H-infinity controller achieves higher damping effect than P-controller. These figures indicate that H-infinity controller possesses robust vibration control performance against posture change and holding payload. In addition, robustness to the uncertain payload is verified. Figure 11 and 12 show the control experimental results of the arm holding payload of 369.3 [g]. Figure 11 -(a) and 12-(a) clearly indicates that the H-infinity controller achieves as high tracing control performance as P-controller. Figure  11 -(b) and 12-(b) clearly indicate that the H-infinity controller achieves higher damping than P-controller. Besides, Figure 13 shows a time response of tip acceleration when control experiment is carried out with a controller designed under almost the same condition as shown above. The only difference is that the controller is designed taking account of posture change only. The controller is applied to the arm in fluctuated posture with payload 369.5g. It is clearly shown that the controller possess instability due to unmodeled payload. It was confirmed that the robustness of the controller against uncertain payload was expanded by taking account of the weight of the holding payload. 7. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, robust motion and vibration control of two links flexible robot arm is dealt with. A design procedure is presented that integrates modeling and H-infinity controller design procedure taking account of model error due to posture change and uncertain payload. The obtained Hinfinity controller achieved good control performance and robustness to uncertain payload simultaneously. According to these results, the presented controller design method is certified to be effective.
